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HOME DESIGN; ARTISTRY TO WALK ON
By Carol Vogel

IT BEGAN AS AN EXPERIMENT,'' SAYS the artist Lucretia Moroni. ''Since no rugs could be found that
were either of the correct quality, proportions or colors for this unusually large living room, I decided to
paint the floors to resemble a series of Persian carpets.''

A summons to solve a design problem, then, resulted in a full-time undertaking that was to take her two
months. Miss Moroni began by researching 17th-century floor coverings, examining their patterns,
textures and colors.

''Because I felt it was important that my design not look too real,'' she says, ''I only studied examples of
these rugs. I never borrowed any to copy.''

Since the client's room was not only large but particularly long - 46 feet - the artist made renderings for
three separate rugs that could cover the entire space most gracefully.

Each design has a distinctive background color - one is red, another blue, the third blue-green - but the
overall color schemes are interrelated. In order to produce exactly the right effect, the artist invented a
rather complex procedure. Portions of each rug were silk- screened directly onto the parquet floor, and
some decorations for the borders and centers were applied by using hand-cut stencils. Over 20 different
colors and patterns were used in the making of each rug.

To achieve the overall composition, Miss Moroni used pointillism, a painting technique employed by
French impressionists in which a plain background is systematically covered with tiny dots of pure color
that blend together. When seen from a distance, this produces a three-dimensional effect that has subtle
shading. Over this base, various distinct floral and geometric patterns were added.

Mixing the colors exactly was an important part of the process. ''You have to understand something about
the history of rug design,'' says Miss Moroni. ''Old Persian rugs were made with very pure pigments and
they were often washed in salt water and dried in the sun to get a light color.''

According to the artist, the problem with new rugs is that the colors are not pure because of the chemicals
and dyes used in their construction. And the machine weaving makes these modern designs too perfect.

Because she ''wanted to imitate the imperfection of the antiques,'' Miss Moroni mixed each shade herself
from pure water-based pigments that she imported from Italy. ''I often altered the same shade,'' she says,
''to get subtle variations.''
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ONCE THE HAND-PAINTING was completed, deciding on the proper way to seal and finish the floors
became crucial. ''I tried all three finishes - satin, high-gloss and flat - to see which would have the right
texture,'' says Miss Moroni. ''What gave the best consistency ended up being a mixture of high- gloss and
satin. Really beautiful antique silk rugs have a shine to them, and I have tried to imitate that. I wanted the
paintings to look like a set of old rugs in good condition.''
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